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Entrainment Probabilities of Mixed-Size Sediment
Incorporating Near-Bed Coherent Flow Structures

Fu-Chun Wu1 and Kuo-Hsin Yang2

Abstract: In this work we incorporate the effect of near-bed coherent flow structures into the entrainment of randomly co
mixed-size sediments. The fourth-order Gram–Charlier type probability density function(GC pdf) of near-bed streamwise velocity
employed to account for the higher-order correlations associated with turbulent bursting. A compilation of the published data o
range of bed roughness is used to analyze the near-bed coherent flow structures, including the second-, third-, and fourth-ord
of velocity fluctuation(i.e., turbulence intensity, skewness, and flatness factors) required in the fourth-order GC pdf. An important res
of this study is a set of quantitative relations used to predict these higher-order moments as a function of the roughness Reyno
The random grain protrusion is parameterized with the exposure and friction heights, and an existing probabilistic approach
correct the hiding effect of mixed-size sediment. The above factors are all incorporated into the formulation of entrainment(rolling and
lifting ) probabilities. As compared to the previous normal and lognormal models, the present results demonstrate significantly
agreement with the observed data for the unisize and mixed-size sediments under partial- and full-transport conditions. The
reveal that the third-order GC pdf can be used to approximate the fourth-order one for the fully rough beds, however, for smoot
fourth-order GC pdf should be used to adequately incorporate the effects of higher-order correlations. This paper offers some n
into the processes of sediment entrainment.
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Introduction

The initiation of sediment motion has long been an attrac
topic for hydraulic researchers involved in the prediction of s
ment transport. The probability of sediment entrainment is am
the most important components of the stochastic bedload m
(e.g., Einstein 1950; Paintal 1971; Sun and Donahue 2000
and Yang 2004). In recent years, a series of work addressing
entrainment probabilities of unisize sediments have been
sented(e.g., Cheng and Chiew 1998; Papanicolaou et al. 2
Wu and Lin 2002; Wu and Chou 2003a). In their theoretical for
mulations, different forms of probability distribution for the flu
tuating turbulent velocities were used, or various bed-pac
conditions(grain configurations) were considered. Through the
studies, substantial improvements in the evaluation of ent
ment probabilities have been made, and some insights int
incipient motion are acquired.

However, to date two key factors affecting the incipient m
tion of natural sediments still remain to be incorporated into
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theoretical formulation of entrainment probabilities, which
clude the effects associated with near-bed coherent flow stru
and randomly configured mixed-size sediments(e.g., Ling 1995
Cheng and Chiew 1999; Wu and Chou 2003a). The former is
typically characterized by the periodic bursting events suc
sweeps, ejections, and inward/outward interactions(e.g., Nelson
et al. 1995; Papanicolaou et al. 2001); the latter is represented
the random grain protrusion, friction angle, and hiding-expo
effect (Kirchner et al. 1990; Wu et al. 2000). The advances in th
experimental, computational, and theoretical works made in
last three decades as well as some latest findings now prov
chances to tackle such challenging problems.

In this study we incorporate the effect of near-bed cohe
structures into the entrainment probabilities of mixed-size
ments. A compilation of experimental and simulation data f
wide range of bed roughness are used to analyze the higher
correlations associated with turbulent bursting. The random
figuration of mixed-size sediment is parameterized using th
isting probabilistic approaches. The model results are then
pared with the published data for unisize and mixed-
sediments under various transport conditions.

Near-Bed Coherent Flow Structures

A turbulent flow is typically characterized by its intensity, i.e.,
root-mean-square value of velocity fluctuations. If the turbu
velocities were independently random, they could be modele
a normal(Gaussian) probability distribution parameterized by t
first- and second-order moments, i.e., mean velocity and t
lence intensity. However, experimental evidence(e.g., Frenkie

and Klebanoff 1967; Nakagawa and Nezu 1977; Durst et al.
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1987) has shown that turbulent velocities are non-Gaussian
tributed. Rather, they are correlated with each other both spa
and temporally, revealed by their coherent(ordered) flow struc-
tures. A number of investigators(e.g., Frenkiel and Klebano
1973; Durst et al. 1987; Nezu and Nakagawa 1993) have sug
gested that higher-order moments must be included in the
ability distribution to take into account such correlations.
third-order moment(skewness factor), a measure of asymmetry
the probability distribution, is a parameter used to describe
relative importance of particular burst events; the fourth-o
moment(flatness or kurtosis factor) is related to the intermittenc
of turbulent bursting(Dittrich et al. 1996). A number of non
Gaussian probability distributions have been employed to m
the turbulent fluctuations, such as the lognormal distribution(Wu
and Lin 2002; Wu and Chou 2003a), hyperbolic distribution
(Durst et al. 1987), truncated Gram–Charlier distributions(Fren-
kiel and Klebanoff 1967; Nakagawa and Nezu 1977; Rau
1981), and seven-parameter general distribution(Barndorff-
Nielsen 1979; Durst et al. 1987). These distributions have be
used to describe the instantaneous velocity or Reynolds str
different subregions of the turbulent boundary layer.

Turbulent bursting events can be classified into four quad
by their streamwise and vertical velocity fluctuationsu8 and v8
(e.g., Robinson 1991), i.e., the outward interaction
su8.0,v8.0d, ejections su8,0,v8.0d, inward interaction
su8,0,v8,0d, and sweepssu8.0,v8,0d. Conventionally, ejec
tions and sweeps were considered as most responsible f
entrainment and transport of sediment since both contribute
tively to the instantaneous Reynolds stresss=−ru8v8d and thus th
mean bed shear stress. However, an increasing number of
vations indicate that Reynolds stress is not the most relevan
tor to the entrainment and transport of sediment. Rather, sed
entrainment and bedload transport are highly correlated to
instantaneous streamwise velocity(Williams et al. 1989; Nelso
et al. 1995; Papanicolaou et al. 2001; Schmeeckle and N
2003). Thus in this study we employ a non-Gaussian probab
distribution of near-bed instantaneous streamwise velocity, r
than a joint pdf of streamwise and vertical velocities, to acc
for the effect of turbulent bursting.

It has been shown that the fourth-order Gram–Charlier p
ability density function(GC pdf) describes satisfactorily well th
streamwise velocity fluctuations in the turbulent boundary l
(e.g., van Atta and Yeh 1970; Frenkiel and Klebanoff 1973; D
et al. 1987). Moreover, it includes the higher-order correlat
terms needed to account for the effect of turbulent bursting.
fourth-order GC pdf of the velocity fluctuation is given by

fGC4sUd =
exps− U2/2d

Î2p
F1 +

Su

3!

3sU3 − 3Ud +
Fu − 3

4!
sU4 − 6U2 + 3dG s1d

where U=u8 /su=normalized velocity fluctuation, in whichu8
=ub− ūb; ub=near-bed instantaneous streamwise velocityūb

=mean approaching velocity to a sediment particle;su

=standard deviation ofu8 s=turbulence intensityd; Su=ku83l /su
3

=skewness factor ofu8; here ^ & denotes ensemble mean;Fu

=ku84l /su
4=flatness factor ofu8. Eq.(1) would reduce to a norm

distribution as the Gaussian skewness and flatness factors(Su=0
andFu=3) are used. To model the near-bed streamwise vel

¯
fluctuations with Eq.(1), four parameters(i.e., mean velocityub
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and higher-order momentssu, Su, Fu) are required. Determinatio
of these parameters is described below.

Mean Velocity

Nikora et al. (2001) have experimentally demonstrated that
near-bed region can be subdivided into two layers[longitudinal
section shown in Fig. 1(a)], namely, the roughness layer in wh
the mean velocity is linearly distributed, and the logarithmic la
in which the mean velocity follows a logarithmic variation. T
roughness layer covers the interfacial region between bed
flow, whose thicknessd (measured from the velocity origin) is
equal to the sand diameterD for uniform sand beds but is equal
1.5D50 for mixed-size gravel beds(Nikora et al. 2001). The origin
of the linear velocitysy=0d is located at a distance of 0.25D84

below the mean bed surface(van Rijn 1984; Cheng and Chie
1998; Wu and Chou 2003a), here the scaling sizeD84

< thickness of the bed surface layer(Wilcock et al. 1996; Wu an
Chou 2003b). The mean velocity profile in the roughness la
can be expressed as

ū

u*
= CS y

d
D s2d

where ū=temporal mean velocity at a heighty; u* =bed shea
velocity=Ît0/r, t0=bed shear stress,r=density of fluid; C is
evaluated with a regression relation derived from the data g
in Nikora et al. (2001), i.e., C=−0.993 lnsks

+d+12.36 for ks
+

ø1,000, andC=5.5 for ks
+.1,000, in whichks

+=roughness Rey
nolds number=u*ks/n (hereinafter1 is used for quantities no
malized with respect to viscous unitsn /u*), ks=equivalent rough
ness of Nikuradse=2D50 (e.g., Bridge and Bennett 1992; Li
1995; Wu and Chou 2003a), n=kinematic viscosity of fluid. Dis
tribution of the mean velocity in the logarithmic layer can
described by

ū

u*
=

1

k
lnS y

y0
D s3d

wherek=von Karman constant=0.4 for clear water;y0 is a virtual
zero-velocity level. Aty=d, an identical value of velocity is give
by Eqs.(2) and (3), which is used to eliminatey0 in Eq. (3) and
derive a revised expression for the logarithmic velocity pro
i.e.,

ū

u*
= C +

1

k
lnS y

d
D s4d

Eqs. (2) and (4) are used to calculateūsyd for yød and yùd,
respectively. For a spherical particle of sizeDi resting on the be
with a heightD j exposed to the flow[Fig. 1(b)], the area-average
approaching velocity over the exposed frontal areaA is deter-
mined by

ūb =

E
A

ūdA

E
A

dA

=

E
y1

y2

ūsydÎs0.5Did2 − sy − D j − 0.25D84 + 0.5Did2dy

E
y1

y2

Îs0.5Did2 − sy − D j − 0.25D84 + 0.5Did2dy

s5d
wherey1=0.25D84 andy2=0.25D84+D j. Since Eq.(5) is derived
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for a specificD j, the mean approaching velocityūb is a function
of the random variableD j. The location ofūb [=yb, as illustrated
in Fig. 1(a)] can be determined with Eq.(2) for ūbøu*C, which
results inyb= ūbd /u*C; while for ūbùu*C, Eq. (4) can be used t
solve foryb=d expfksūb/u* −Cdg. Becauseyb is determined from
ub, it is also a function ofD j and will be used later in derivatio
of the rolling threshold.

Higher-Order Moments

The near-bed coherent flow structures vary as a highly sen
function of location and bed roughness(e.g., Grass 1971; Ra
pach 1981; Durst et al. 1987; Dittrich et al. 1996; Grass
Mansour-Tehrani 1996). Generally, the turbulence intensitysu in-
creases with the heighty+ s=u*y/nd in the vicinity of the bed
surface, reaches its maximum value at a distance from the
surface, and then decreases withy+; the skewness factorSu is
positive(i.e., sweeps dominate) in the vicinity of the bed surfac
but then becomes negative(i.e., ejections become dominant) asy+

increases; the flatness factorFu decreases withy+ in the vicinity
of the bed surface, reaches its minimum value at a distance
the bed surface and then increases withy+. For flows over smoot
bedssks

+,3d, the maximum value ofsu, the change of sign ofSu,
and the minimum value ofFu consistently occur at a height
yc

+<13 (Durst et al. 1987; Dittrich et al. 1996), hereyc
+ denotes

representative coherent height at which the turbulence intens
maximal, the contributions of sweeps and ejections are equa
the bursting intermittency factors~1/Fud is also maximal. How
ever, for flows over transitional and rough bedssks

+.3d, a con-

Fig. 1. (a) Longitudinal section(x-y plane) of near-bed region show
sediment, and external forces acting on a protruding particleDi. (b)
sistent location for maximumsu, Su=0, and minimumFu cannot

JOURNAL
Table 1. Compilation of Published Experimental and Simulation D
Used for Analysis of Near-bed Coherent Flow Structures

Source Method/fluid Roughnes

Grass(1971) Hydrogen-bubble/water Transition

Kreplin and Eckelmann
(1979)

Hot-film/oil Smooth

Andreopoulos and Bradshaw
(1981)

Hot-wire/air Fully rough

Raupach(1981) Hot-wire/air Fully rough

Johansson and Alfredsson
(1982)

Hot-film/water Smooth

Andreopoulos et al.(1984) Hot-wire/air Smooth

Transitional

Alfredsson et al.(1988) Hot-wire/air Smooth

Hot-film/oil

Hot-film/water

Dittrich et al. (1996) LDA/water Fully rough

Di Cicca et al.(2002) PIV/water Transitional

Djendidi et al.(1999) LDV/water Smooth

Spalart(1988) DNS Transitional

Moin and Kim (1982) LES Transitional

Kim et al. (1987) DNS Smooth

Rodi et al.(1993) DNS Transitional

Cui et al.(2003) LES Transitional

Fully rough

Note: LDA5laser Doppler anemometer; LDV5laser Doppler velocim
etry; PIV5particle image velocimetry; DNS5direct numerical simula
ing the vertical distribution of mean velocity, bed configuration of mixe
Transverse section(y-z plane) of a protruding particleDi (view into flow).
tion; and LES5large eddy simulation.
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be found. Thus, for the transitional and rough beds, the heig
maximumsu, rather than the height ofSu=0 or minimumFu, is
taken to beyc

+. Based on a compilation of the published exp
mental and simulation data for a wide range of bed rough
(listed in Table 1), we found thatyc

+ increases linearly withks
+

(shown in Fig. 2). The higher-order moments atyc
+ are furthe

extracted from these compiled data and used to develop a
quantitative relations(demonstrated in Fig. 3), expressed as fo
lows for the smooth and transitional beds:

su/u* = − 0.187 lnsks
+d + 2.93

Su = 0.102 lnsks
+d for ks

+ ø 70 s6ad

Fu = 0.136 lnsks
+d + 2.30

For the fully rough beds, the higher-order moments appear
independent ofks

+, i.e.,

su/u* = 2.14

Fig. 2. Relation between representative coherent height and ro
ness Reynolds number

Fig. 3. Variations of second-, third-, and fourth-order moment
longitudinal velocity fluctuation with roughness Reynolds numb
1190 / JOURNAL OF HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING © ASCE / DECEMBER 20
Su = 0.43 forks
+ . 70 s6bd

Fu = 2.88

Eqs.(5) and (6) can be used to determine the mean velocity
higher-order moments required in Eq.(1) for specifying fGC4sUd
or equivalently the probability distribution of near-bed insta
neous streamwise velocity, which is given by

fusubd =
1

su
fGC4sUd =

1

su
fGC4Sub − ūb

su
D s7d

Bed Configuration of Mixed-Size Sediment

Consider a spherical particle of sizeDi resting on the bed com
posed of mixed-size sediment[Fig. 1(a)]. This particleDi is in
contact with an upstream particle of sizeDj and a downstrea
particle of sizeDk. For natural water-worked sediments, the
dom bed configuration is typically described by the protru
height and friction angle(Kirchner et al. 1990; Buffington et a
1992). Herein the protrusion height of particleDi is represente
by its exposure heightD j above particleDj; the friction angle
between particlesDi andDk is represented by a friction heightDk

above particleDk [Fig. 1(a)]. Both D j and Dk are random var
ables, accompanied by random combinations ofDj andDk, result-
ing in the hiding-exposure effect of the shear stress applie
particleDi, which are described below.

Exposure Height

Following the previous studies(Paintal 1971; Kirchner et a
1990; Wu et al. 2000; Wu and Chou 2003a), we assume the e
posure height of particleDi to be uniformly distributed, with it
upper and lower limits=Di and 0, respectively. The pdf ofD j can
be expressed as

fEHsD jd = 1/Di for 0 ø D j ø Di s8d

Friction Height

The pdf of friction height is not available from the literatu
Nonetheless, measurements show that the friction angles o
vidual grains are uncorrelated to their protrusion heights, and
the friction angle is quasi-uniformly distributed in the range
tween,10 and 80°(Kirchner et al. 1990). Accordingly, the pdf o
Dk is also assumed to follow a uniform distribution, with its up
and lower limits taken to beDi and 0, respectively, i.e.,

fFHsDkd = 1/Di for 0 ø Dk ø Di s9d

Hiding Factor

The hiding factor approach is useful to account for the hid
exposure effect of mixed-size sediment on the applied s
stress. The effective shear stress applied on the coarser par
greater than the shear stress evaluated from the mean bed
ness, whereas the effective shear stress applied on the fine
ticle is smaller than the mean bed shear stress(e.g., Proffitt and
Sutherland 1983; Misri et al. 1984; Sun and Donahue 20),

which can be expressed as

04
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ti = jit0 s10d

where ti =effective shear stress applied on particlesDi; t0

=mean bed shear stress;ji =hiding factor for particlesDi, which
can be evaluated with the following probabilistic approach(Wu et
al. 2000):

ji = sPei/Phid0.6 s11ad

here Pei and Phi=total exposed and hidden probabilities of p
ticles Di, as determined by

Pei = o
j=1

N

pj

Di

Di + Dj

s11bd

Phi = o
j=1

N

pj

Dj

Di + Dj

where pj =proportion of particlesDj in the bed material;N
=total number of grain-size fractions, such thato j=1

N pj =1. Eq.
(11b) also implies thatPei+Phi=1. For unisize sediment, it fo
lows thatPei=Phi=0.5 and thusji =1.

Formulation of Entrainment Probability

Shown in Fig. 1(a) are the external forces acting on a particleDi,
including the submerged weight,W, and the instantaneous hyd
dynamic forces, which can be resolved into an effective
force, FD, and an effective lift force,FL. The following expres
sions have been used for these forces(e.g., Cheng and Chie
1999; Fischer et al. 2002; Wu and Chou 2003a):

W= sgs − gd
pDi

3

6

FD = jiCD

rAub
2

2
s12d

FL = jiCL

rAub
2

2

wheregs andg=specific weights of sediment and water, resp
tively; A=frontal area exposed to the flow[=denominator of Eq
(5)]; ub=near-bed instantaneous streamwise velocity;CD

=s24/Rpds1+0.15Rp
0.687d=Stokes drag coefficient, valid forRp

ø1,754,Rp=particle Reynolds number, defined byūbD j /n, while
CD=0.36 for Rp.1,754. The use ofūb for evaluatingCD is a
necessarily simplified treatment(Wu and Chou 2003a). Much less
is known about the lift coefficientCL than aboutCD. Based on th
measurements of lift-drag ratio(Patnaik et al. 1994), it has been
inferred thatCL /CD<1 for Rp,8,000 (Wu and Chou 2003a),
which is used herein to determineCL.

Entrainment Thresholds

Rolling Threshold
For a resting particleDi that is in contact with a downstrea
particle Dk at point C [as illustrated in Fig. 1(a)], the threshold
condition for rolling of particleDi to occur is that the instant
neous turning moment exceeds the resisting moment, whic

be expressed by

JOURNAL
FDLD + FLLL . WLW s13d

in which LD, LL, andLW=the moment arms(about pointC) of FD,
FL, andW, respectively. Combining Eqs.(12) and (13) gives

ub
2 . BR

2 s14d

whereBR denotes the rolling threshold, as expressed by

BR =Î 2LW

CDLD + CLLL

pDi
3

6A

gs − g

rji
= u*Î 2LW

CDLD + CLLL

pDi
2

6A

1

ui

s15d

where ui =ti / sgs−gdDi =dimensionless effective shear stress
particleDi. For uniform sediment of sizeD (hiding factor=1), ui

reduces tou=t0/ sgs−gdD. The particleDi will start to roll when
the inequality in Eq.(14) is satisfied.

The submerged weightW acts on the center of particleDi [Fig.
1(a)]; the lift force FL is perpendicular to the flow direction a
acts on a line passing through the center of particleDi. The drag
forceFD is parallel to the flow direction, and has been assum
act on the heightyb where the mean velocityū= ūb (Wu and Chou
2003a), which leads to

LD = h1 + h2 s16d

where h1=yb−0.25D84−D j +0.5Di, and h2=DisDk+0.5Dk

−0.5Did / sDi +Dkd. The identical value ofLL and LW can be ex
pressed as

LL = LW = Îs0.5Did2 − h2
2 s17d

Eqs.(16) and(17) imply that the moment armLD varies withDk,
D j, andDk, while the moment armLL (or LW) is dependent onDk

andDk. Accordingly,BR is also a function of the random variab
Dk, D j, andDk.

Lifting Threshold
The threshold condition for lifting of particleDi to occur is tha
the instantaneous lift force acting on particleDi exceeds its sub
merged weight, as expressed by

FL . W s18d

Using the expressions forFL and W given in Eq.(12), one can
rewrite Eq.(18) as

ub
2 . BL

2 s19d

whereBL denotes the lifting threshold, which can be expresse

BL =Î 2

CL

pDi
3

6A

gs − g

rji
= u*Î 2

CL

pDi
2

6A

1

ui
s20d

The particleDi will start to move in the lifting mode when th
criterion given in Eq.(19) is met. Eq.(20) implies thatBL is only
a function of the random variableD j. It is also known from Eqs
(15) and (20) that BR/BL=ÎLL / sLD+LLd,1, indicating tha
BL.BR (Ling 1995; Wu and Chou 2003a). With the rolling and
lifting thresholds established above and the pdf of instantan
velocity, the entrainment probabilities can be precisely formu
as follows.

Entrainment Probabilities

Rolling Probability
The probability of entrainment in the pure rolling mode(i.e., not

lifted off the bed) can be expressed as

OF HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING © ASCE / DECEMBER 2004 / 1191
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PR = PsBR
2 , ub

2 , BL
2d = Ps− BL , ub , − BRd + PsBR , ub , BLd

s21d

With the pdf ofub given in Eq.(7), one can rewrite Eq.(21) as the
following form:

PR =E
−BL

−BR

fusubddub +E
BR

BL

fusubddub s22d

The rolling probability obtained from Eq.(22) is for a specific se
of sDk,D j ,Dkd. Thus the mean rolling probability of particleDi,
denoted asPR, is the expected value of Eq.(22) over the full
ranges of these three random variables. Given thatDk, D j, andDk

are independent random variables,PR can be expressed as

PR=E
0

Di HE
0

Di FE
Dmin

Dmax

PRfssDkddDkG fFHsDkddDkJ fEHsD jddD j

s23d

where fssDkd=pdf of downstream grain sizeDk; Dmin and Dmax

= lower and upper bounds of size distribution. For a sedim
mixture divided intoN discrete size fractions, the innermost te
of Eq. (23), eDmin

DmaxPRfssDkddDk, can be replaced byon=1
N pnPRsDnd,

herepn andDn are the proportion and representative diamete
thenth size fraction, respectively. Using Eqs.(8) and(9), one can
further rewrite Eq.(23) as

PR=
1

Di
2E

0

Di HE
0

Di Fo
n=1

N

pnPRsDn,Dk,D jdGdDkJdD j s24d

Eq. (24) can be solved numerically to evaluate the mean ro
probability of particleDi, given the flow and sediment conditio
i.e., t0 and spn,Dnd of all size fractions.

Lifting Probability
The probability of entrainment in the lifting mode(i.e., for par-
ticle Di to start losing contact with the bed) can be expressed

PL = PsBL
2 , ub

2d = Ps− BL . ubd + PsBL , ubd

= 1 − Ps− BL ø ub ø BLd s25d

Integrating the pdf ofub, one can rewrite Eq.(25) as

PL = 1 −E
−BL

BL

fusubddub s26d

The lifting probability calculated from Eq.(26) is for a specific
value ofD j. The mean lifting probability of particleDi, denoted a
PL, is the expected value of Eq.(26) over the full range ofD j,
i.e.,

PL =E
0

Di

PLsD jd · fEHsD jddD j s27d

With Eq. (8), one can further rewrite Eq.(27) as

PL =
1

Di
E

0

Di

PLsD jddD j s28d

Eq. (28) is also solved numerically to evaluate the mean lif
probability of particleDi for the specified flow and sediment co
ditions.

From Eqs.(21) and (25), we know that rolling and lifting ar

two independent modes. Thus the total entrainment probabilityPT

1192 / JOURNAL OF HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING © ASCE / DECEMBER 20
can be evaluated byPR+PL. Taking the expected value ofPT over
the full ranges of all random variables yields the mean tota
trainment probability

PT= PR+ PL s29d

wherePR and PL are obtained from Eqs.(24) and (28), respec
tively.

Computation Procedure

Computation of the entrainment probabilities is implemented
a triple-loop procedure. The flowchart of the computation pr
dure is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the outer loop is for the
range of exposure heightD j, the middle loop is for the full rang
of friction height Dk, and the inner loop is for the full range
downstream grain sizeDk. The required input data include t
mean bed shear stresst0 and spn,Dnd of all size fractions, whic
are used to calculateu* and interpolateD50 andD84, respectively
and thusks

+ can be evaluated. Based on theks
+ value, the higher

order momentssu, Su, andFu, and the coefficientC of the linear
velocity profile can be determined. The particle size of inte
Di, is then specified and used to calculateji andui. For a givenD j

in the outer loop,ūb, yb, and the correspondingCD sCLd can be

Fig. 4. Flowchart of triple-loop computation procedure of entr
ment probabilities
evaluated, which are coupled with a givenDk in the middle loop
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and aDk in the inner loop to calculateLD andLL sLWd. Then the
entrainment thresholdsBR and BL are determined and used
evaluatePR and PL. Through the triple-loop procedure, the
pected values ofPR andPL are computed over the full ranges
Dk, Dk, andD j. The output results include the mean rolling, l
ing, and total entrainment probabilities of those surface part
with the specified sizeDi.

Results and Discussion

Entrainment Probabilities

Herein, the computed entrainment probabilities are verified
the published experimental data for both unisize and mixed
sediments. In addition, the present model is compared with
eral previous ones to demonstrate the improvement achiev
this study.

Unisize Sediment
Variations of the lifting probabilityPL with the dimensionles
shear stressu are demonstrated in Fig. 5, where the comp
result of the present model is in good agreement with the
lished data for unisize sediments, including those of Guy e

Table 2. Summary of Entrainment Probability Models

Entrainment probability model

Lifting probability (Cheng and Chiew 1998)

Lifting probability (Wu and Lin 2002)

Rolling, lifting, and total probabilities(Wu and Chou 2003a)

Rolling, lifting, and total probabilities(present model)

Fig. 5. Variations of lifting probability with dimensionless she
stress for unisize sediments(comparison of model results and pu
lished data)
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(1966); Luque (1974); Jain (1992); and Papanicolaou et
(2002). The results of three previous models(Cheng and Chiew
1998; Wu and Lin 2002; Wu and Chou 2003a) are also shown i
Fig. 5 for comparisons. The normal or lognormal(LN) pdf of ub

has been used in these previous studies, among which on
and Chou(2003a) considered the random grain protrusion
summary of these models is provided in Table 2. The result o
present model demonstrates a significant improvement in th
diction of PL, especially for the high value ofu s<1d at which the
previous models have had a consistent tendency to overes
PL. By incorporating the 4th-order GC pdf and the randomne
grain protrusion, the present model reduces the magnitudesPL
corresponding to the high values ofu, i.e., the effects associat
with the smaller particle sizes or lower lifting thresholds are ta
into account more precisely. The effect of the fourth-order GC
is discussed in more detail in the subsequent section. He
quantitatively demonstrate the agreement between the pre
and observed results, the Euclidean normiei2 (i.e., the root-sum
square of errors) and coefficient of determinationR2 for different
models are listed in Table 3, where theiei2 value of the prese
model decreases 15, 21, and 61% from theiei2 values of the
Wu–Chou, Wu–Lin, and Cheng–Chiew models, respecti
while the R2 value of the present model increases 0.8, 1.3,
14% from theR2 values of the corresponding previous mod
These improvements are attributable to combinations of the
tional factors considered in the present study, which includ
near-bed coherent structures and random grain protrusion(i.e.,
exposure and friction heights). However, the effect of partic
hiding and exposure as well as the randomness of adjacent
sizes do not exist for the unisize sediments.

Mixed-Size Sediment
The present model is further used to compute the total en
ment probabilitiesPT of mixed-size sediments under the part

pdf of turbulent velocity Factors considered

Normal Unisize sediment

Full grain exposure

Lognormal Unisize sediment

Full grain exposure

Lognormal Unisize sediment

Random grain exposure

urth-order Gram–Charlier Mixed-size sediment

Turbulent bursting

(Higher-order correlations)
Random grain protrusion

(Exposure and friction height)

Table 3. Euclidean Norms and Coefficients of Determination for Dif
ent Model Results

Entrainment probability
model

Euclidean norm,
iei2

Coefficient
of determination,

R2

Cheng and Chiew(1998) 0.541 0.858

Wu and Lin (2002) 0.266 0.966

Wu and Chou(2003a) 0.245 0.971

Present model 0.209 0.979
Fo
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and full-transport conditions. It is well known that the transpo
sediment in gravel-bed rivers is associated with a conditio
partial transport over a range of flows, within which some gr
exposed on the bed surface are active(i.e., entrained at least on
over the duration of a transport event), while the remaining ar
immobile. However, under the full-transport condition all surf
grains are active. The partial-transport entrainment probab
from Wu and Yang(2004) and the full-transport entrainme
probabilities from Sun and Donahue(2000) are used for verifica
tion of the present model, the former include seven sets of
for the fully rough beds, withks

+ ranging from 360 to 500, th
latter include nine sets of data for the transitional beds, witks

+

ranging from 28 to 64. A comparison of the predicted and
servedPT values is shown in Fig. 6(a), where good agreeme
between the predicted and observed results is demonstrated
the global coefficient of determinationR2=0.971. It is also show
in Fig. 6(a) that the full-transportPT values are mostly great
than the partial-transport values, with the former ranging betw
0.1 and 1(of which over 80% are greater than 0.5) and the latte
covering the orders of 10−2 and 10−1. The results appear to ind
cate that the present model can be applied to evaluate the e
ment probabilities of mixed-size sediments under the partial-
full-transport conditions.

To further demonstrate the merit of the present model

Fig. 6. Comparison of predicted and observed total entrainm
probabilities for partial- and full-transport conditions of mixed-s
sediments:(a) predicted with present model and(b) predicted with
two previous models
compare our results with those of two previous models, one was
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developed for evaluating the full transport of mixed-size s
ments(Sun and Donahue 2000) and the other was for the entra
ment of unisize sediments(Wu and Chou 2003a). To explore the
suitability of the two previous models to the conditions bey
their original scopes, we use the Sun–Donahue model to cal
the partial-transport entrainment probabilities[data of Wu an
Yang (2004)] and use the Wu–Chou model to compute the
trainment probabilities of mixed-size sediments[data of Sun an
Donahue(2000)]. The results[shown in Fig. 6(b)] reveal that th
Sun–Donahue model overestimates nearly all of the pa
transport entrainment probabilities yet the Wu–Chou model
sistently underestimates the entrainment probabilities of m
size sediments. The overestimation of partial-transportPT values
by the Sun–Donahue model is probably due to the fact tha
predictive relation proposed by Sun and Donahue(2000) was
derived from the best fitting to the full-transport data, while
consistent underestimation of full-transportPT values of mixed
size sediments by the Wu–Chou model is believed to orig
from neglecting the grain-size nonuniformity and effect of n
bed coherent flow structures. In view of these results, it is
that the previous models have limited applicability on the pre
tion of entrainment probabilities for the partially transpo
mixed-size sediments.

Effects of Higher-Order Correlations

In this study, we have included the higher-order moments in
probability distribution of turbulent velocity to incorporate
near-bed coherent flow structures. Frenkiel and Klebanoff(1973)
have compared the experimentally determined probability de
distribution of near-bed streamwise velocity with the seco
fourth-, and sixth-order GC pdfs. Their results demonstrated
both the fourth- and sixth-order GC pdfs are in good agree
with the experimentally determined probability distribution, w
the second-order GC(Gaussian) pdf is not as good as the oth
two. The fourth-order GC pdf is inferior to the sixth-order o
only at the right end of the distribution, where the probab
densities are almost negligible. Herein, to investigate the e
of the higher-order correlations on flows over smooth and r
beds, we compare the truncated second-, third-, and fourth-
GC pdfs ofub, as shown in Fig. 7, where the mean velocityūb is
arbitrarily taken as 2 cm/s. For the smooth bed, we selectks

+=3
andks=2 mm, while for the fully rough bed, we useks

+=100 and
ks=20 mm. From these specified numbers, the values ofsu, Su,
andFu can be determined and then used to calculatefusubd. The
results reveal that for the smooth bed, the second- and third-
GC pdfs are similar to each other but different from the fou
order one. However, for the fully rough bed, the third- and fou
order GC pdfs appear to be identical. As mentioned earlier
second-order GC pdf is in fact a normal distribution defined
two parametersūb andsu. For smooth beds,Su is nearly equal t
0 (Fig. 3) such that the third-order correlation term is ineffec
and thus the third-order GC pdf reduces to a normal distribu
For fully rough beds,Fu s=2.88d is very close to the Gaussi
value s=3d, thus the fourth-order correlation term is almost v
ishing and the fourth-order GC pdf approaches a third-order
These results imply that for fully rough beds, the third-order
pdf can be used to approximate the fourth-order one. How
for smooth beds, the fourth-order GC pdf should be used t
corporate the more complete effect of higher-order correlatio

It is also shown in Fig. 7 that the standard deviation offusubd
for the smooth bed is smaller than that for the rough bed, wit

rough-bedsu being 2.6 times the smooth-bed value, indicating
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that for the rough beds the magnitudes of near-bed velocity
tuations(or turbulence intensity) are significantly greater. For th
smooth bed, the primary difference between the fourth-orde
pdf and normal pdf is in the kurtosis, with the normally dist
utedub more concentrated in the vicinity ofūb; while for the fully
rough bed, the primary difference between the fourth-order
pdf and normal pdf is in the skewness, with the fourth-order
pdf more skewed to the left. Thus the conventional use of no
pdf for turbulent velocity would result in an overestimation
kurtosis for the smooth beds but an underestimation of skew
for the rough beds. To further investigate the distribution ef
the LN pdfs(with the ūb andsu identical to the values specified
the GC pdfs) are also illustrated in Fig. 7. It is revealed that b
the skewness and kurtosis of the LN pdfs are higher than tho
the corresponding GC pdfs, leading to an overestimation offusubd
in the lower near-mean region but an underestimation in th
lower region, and an underestimation in the upper near-mea
gion but an overestimation in the far upper region. The disc
ancies between the observed and predictedPL values with the
previous lognormal models(Wu and Lin 2002; Wu and Cho
2003a), as shown in Fig. 5, are believed to arise from such hi
skewness and kurtosis.

Potential Applications

The quantitative model presented in this work is potentially
plicable to predicting the entrainment probabilities of sedim
in natural channels typically characterized by the near-bed t
lent bursting, grain-size heterogeneity, and random bed con

Fig. 7. Comparison of truncated second-, third-, and fourth-o
Gram–Charlier and lognormal pdfs ofub for (a) smooth and(b) fully
rough beds(note that second-order Gram–Charlier pdf=normal)
ration. Taking these factors into consideration, the present model

JOURNAL
can effectively evaluate the entrainment probabilities of mi
size sediments under various transport conditions. Given th
that accurate prediction of sediment entrainment is a crucia
ment of many stochastic bedload models, the entrainment
abilities obtained in this study are most likely to improve
model predictions and extend the applicability to more rea
and complex conditions. For example, in applying a stoch
partial transport model(Wu and Yang 2004) to predict the bed
load transport rates of mixed-size sediments, we found tha
accuracy obtained with the fourth-order GC pdf is overall
higher than that obtained with the Gaussian pdf.

In addition, the entrainment probabilities of mixed-size s
ments are potentially useful for the planning of flushing fl
(Wu 2000; Wu and Chou 2003b; Wu and Chou 2004). In release
of flushing flows to remove the excess amount of fine sand
the spawning gravel bed, two types of flushing process, i.e.
face and depth flushing, are used. The former removes sand
the bed surface without entraining the gravels, whereas the
involves the entrainment of surface gravels and thus permi
moval of subsurface fine sediments. Depth flushing is us
implemented prior to the spawning season, while surface flu
may be implemented during the incubation period to preven
cumulation of fine sediments. The entrainment probabilitie
each size fraction predicted with the present model can be u
the design of various flushing processes. With accurate ev
tions of the fractional entrainment probabilities and transport
associated with different flows, the optimal release scheme
be specified to achieve the maximum flushing efficiency.

Conclusions

This paper presents a robust methodology for predicting ro
and lifting probabilities of mixed-size sediment under turbu
shear flows. The principal improvements over previous work
the use of a more realistic probability distribution for near-
streamwise velocity, and a better treatment of mixed grain s
The following conclusions are drawn from this study.
1. The near-bed coherent flow structures exhibit consisten

relation patterns characterized by the higher-order mom
of velocity fluctuations. For smooth and transitional beds
second-, third-, and fourth-order moments vary as a fun
of roughness Reynolds number, whereas these param
remain constant for fully rough beds.

2. For fully rough beds, the third-order GC pdf can be use
approximate the fourth-order one. However, for smooth b
use of the fourth-order GC pdf is recommended so tha
effects of higher-order correlations are more properly in
porated.

3. For smooth beds the primary difference between the fo
order GC and normal pdfs is in the kurtosis, while for ro
beds the primary difference between the two pdfs is in
skewness. The conventional use of normal pdf for turbu
velocities would lead to an overestimation of kurtosis for
smooth beds but an underestimation of skewness fo
rough beds.

4. The skewness and kurtosis of the LN pdf are both gr
than those of the corresponding GC pdf, leading to an o
estimation in the lower near-mean region but an unde
mation in the upper near-mean region. The present m
using the fourth-order GC pdf significantly improves the

curacy of lifting probabilities for unisize sediments as com-
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pared to those predicted with the lognormal models, e
cially at greater dimensionless shear stress.

5. The present model is able to evaluate the entrainment
abilities of mixed-size sediments under partial- and
transport conditions, while previous models fail to accura
evaluate the entrainment probabilities for partially tra
ported mixed-size sediments.

In the present study, the instantaneous hydrodynamic f
acting on a sediment particle have been related to the ins
neous streamwise velocity. The instantaneous vertical vel
and the correlation between the two components are no
dressed in this work. As we know, turbulent bursting is a t
dimensional phenomenon such that use of the streamwise co
nent to characterize the near-bed coherent flow structures
best a simplified treatment, although the model results are en
aging. In future studies, it is worthwhile to investigate quan
tively the role of instantaneous Reynolds stress on sedimen
trainment. To that end, the near-bed two-dimensional coh
flow structures(including the joint pdf and higher-order mome
of u8 andv8) must be fully understood; the mechanistic relati
between the Reynolds stress and hydrodynamic forces need
resolved. With such information, the contributions of four b
events on the entrainment and transport of sediment can b
ther evaluated.
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Notation

The following symbols are used in this paper:
A 5 exposed frontal area;

BL,BR 5 lifting and rolling thresholds defined by Eqs.
(20) and (15);

C 5 coefficient of linear velocity distribution in
Eq. (2);

CD,CL 5 drag and lift coefficients;
D 5 uniform grain size;
Di 5 size of the particle of interest;
Dj 5 size of the upstream adjacent particle;
Dk 5 size of the downstream supporting particle;

Dmin,Dmax 5 lower and upper bounds of size distribution;
Dn 5 representative diameter of thenth size

fraction;
D50 5 median grain size;
D84 5 84th percentile grain size;
iei2 5 Euclidean norm(root-sum-square) of errors;

FD,FL 5 instantaneous effective drag and lift forces;
Fu 5 flatness(kurtosis) factor of u8;

fEHsD jd 5 pdf of exposure height;
fFHsDkd 5 pdf of friction height;
fGC4sUd 5 fourth-order Gram–Charlier pdf ofU;

fssDkd 5 pdf of grain sizeDk;
fusubd 5 pdf of ub;

ks 5 equivalent roughness of Nikuradse;
ks

+ 5 roughness Reynolds number=u*ks/n;

LD, LL,LW 5 moment arms ofFD, FL, andW;
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N 5 total number of size fractions;
PL,PR 5 lifting and rolling probabilities;

PT 5 total entrainment probability;
PL,PR 5 mean lifting and rolling probabilities;

PT 5 mean total entrainment probability;
Pei, Phi 5 total exposed and hidden probabilities of

particlesDi;
pn 5 proportion of thenth size fraction;
Rp 5 particle Reynolds number =ūbD j /n;
R2 5 coefficient of determination;
Su 5 skewness factor ofu8;
U 5 normalized velocity fluctuation =u8 /su;
ū 5 temporal mean velocity aty;

ub 5 near-bed instantaneous streamwise velocity;
ūb 5 area-averaged mean approaching velocity;
u* 5 bed shear velocity =Ît0/r;

u8,v8 5 longitudinal and vertical velocity fluctuations;
W 5 submerged weight of a sediment particle;
y 5 vertical distance from velocity origin;

yb 5 location at whichū= ūb (5location of
effective drag);

y0 5 virtual zero-velocity level of logarithmic
profile in Eq.(3);

y1,y2 5 lower and upper limits of integration in Eq.
(5);

y+ 5 normalized height =u*y/n;
yc

+ 5 representative coherent height;
gs,g 5 specific weights of sediment and water;

D j 5 exposure height;
Dk 5 friction height;
d 5 thickness of roughness layer;
u 5 dimensionless shear stress =t0/ sgs−gdD;
ui 5 dimensionless effective shear stress based o

Di =ti / sgs−gdDi;
k 5 von Karman constant;
n 5 kinematic viscosity of fluid;
ji 5 hiding factor for particlesDi;
r 5 density of fluid;

su 5 standard deviation ofu8 (5turbulence
intensity);

ti 5 effective shear stress applied on particl
Di s=jit0d; and

t0 5 mean bed shear stress.
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